account of the 6-ray effect. One of present authors (N.O.) previously proposed the target theory based on the microdosimetric concepts-9), in which two kinds of microdosimetric quantities are used as stochastic quantities: "j" (number of effective primary events per track per target) and "J" (number of effective primary events per target). The physical quantity that is actually required to interpret the radiobiological effects in terms of the target theroy is not the energy transfer into a target but the number of effective primary events actually produced in a target. Threfore, our microdosimetric quantities, j and J, are defined as the number of effective primary events produced in a target. The effective primary event is de fined as the primary activation event which is effective in induction of radiobiological effectsto) and is regarded to correspond to the term "primary ionization" or "ion cluster" in the con ventional target theory1-3). It is to be noted that the quantity j is independent of the absorbed dose D, whereas the quantity J is a function of D. The relations between j and J, and the lineal energy y and the specific energy z defined in ICRU Report 3611) were discussed in Refs. (10, 12) . In order to elucidate radiobiological effects related to small targets such as DNA, it is of primary importance to investigate microdosimetric distributions in such small targets for various types of ionizing radiations. However, the biological micro-targets like DNA are too small to make direct measurements of these distributions for them possible. Therefore, it is necessary to theoretically calculate the microdosimetric distributions for nanometer-size targets. In a previous paper 10) were described the calculation method of the frequency distribu tion for j, fj (hereafter called the fj distribution), and the fj distributions for nanometer-size targets in water irradiated with 60Co y rays as a practical application.
In the present paper, firstly, differences between our method and other approaches de veloped by Kellerer and Chmelevsky13-ls), and Wilson and Paretzke16, 17) to the numerical derivation of microdosimetric distributions are briefly described. Secondly, the actual method to calculate the frequency distribution for J, hj (hereafter called the hj distribution) is pre sented, in which the following two kinds of statistical factors for energy absorption in a small target are taken into consideration using the convolution method: (1) a statistical fluctuation of number of tracks traversing a target and (2) a statistical fluctuation of local energy transfer in a track segment in the target along a single track. Although the use of the convolution method for derivation of the hj distribution is similar to those for the so-called "Landau distribution" [18] [19] [20] and the probability density for specific energy z, f(z)21), it is to be noted that the physical meanings of the above three distributions are in principle quite different to each other. Thirdly, the hj distributions for nanometer-size targets in water irradiated with 60Co y rays are derived. Then, special features of the effective-primary-event distributions for nanometer-size targets are discussed. Our hj distributions are compared with those in the conventional target theory. Finally, the relationship between the hj distribution and the probability density for specific energy z, f(z), defined in ICRU 36 is discussed.
COMPARISON OF OUR METHOD WITH OTHER METHODS
Here, let us briefly compare our calculation method of frequency distributions of micro dosimetric quantities, j and J, with other approaches to the numerical derivation of the fre quency distributions of microdosimetric quantities, the lineal energy y and the specific energy z, for small sites.
Kellerer and Chmelevsky developed a numerical calculation method of microdosimetric distributions 13-15) (hereafter, referred to as KC), which is based on the spatial structure of primary particle tracks generated by Monte Carlo methods, which includes the S ray tracks, combined with the associated volume method which is similar to that given by Leaf. Our hj distribution corresponds to the dose-dependent distribution f(z; D) in their terminology [f(z) in ICRU 3611)] and the relationship between the both distributions will be described in the later section, whereas no distribution corresponding to our fj distribution is given in KC, because j is defined for an any single track passing through the target but not for a single energy deposition event 10 12, 22) In KC, firstly, the spatial structure around the primary particle track is determined by Monte Carlo methods, independently of the target size, and then the target size is introduced to derive the microdosimetric distributions with sampling methods.
On the other hand, in our formulation, the energy deposition into the small target is dealt with, fully taking account of the effect of the production of 6 rays, in a way similar to the cavity chamber theory for the very small cavity developed by Spencer and Attix23) and Burch2a, 25). Secondary electrons generated within the cavity with small ranges compared with the cavity size tend to dissipate their residual energy entirely within the cavity and produce ion clusters within it, whereas those with large ranges compared with the cavity size tend to dissipate their energy almost entirely into the outside of the cavity. In the cavity chamber theory, secondary electrons with initial energies larger than the cutoff energy for 6 rays, A, are defined as S rays and those with energies less than A are assumed to dissipate their energies at their production sites. The value of A should be of the order of the kinetic energy with which an electron has to span the cavity. A corresponds to the restricted energy A for LET, LA, defined by ICRU22,26) . The cavity chamber theory is applicable to the case where the charged-particle equilibrium exists in the region surrounding the cavity and S rays are regarded as newly generated ionizing particles and S rays generated outside the cavity of interest may pass through the cavity. Now, when the term "cavity" in the cavity chamber theory is replaced by the term "target", the schematization with respect to the energy dissipation inside the cavity can be applied to that inside the target as it is. Therefore, our formulation is based on the picture that S rays give rise to a newly generated particle fluence which is spatially, uni formly distributed in average and the target of interest is exposed to the spatially uniform mixed particle (primary particles and S rays) fluence. This picture is valid in so far as primary particle tracks are distributed at random in medium. In other words, the present method is applicable to radiation equilibrium fields but not to radiation nonequilibrium fields which were investigated by Roesch27). However, the extension of the present method to radiation nonequilibrium fields is possible by introducing the locally variable particle fluence28). In the present method, the numerical calculations of the microdosimetric distributions are not so tedious for any kind of primary radiation such as y and X rays, electrons, heavy charged par ticles, neutrons, etc., if the radiation field were regarded as macroscopically uniform and one had calculated the degradation spectra of total charged particles including S rays8 ' 9) .
An actual, numerical calculation of microdosimetric distributions in KC has been per formed on simulated tracks generated by Monte Carlo techniques29, 30), for protons of ener gies 0.5, 5, 20 MeV and for spherical sites of 5-, 10-, 100-nm-diameter 3' . However, the cal culated distributions are only the single event distributions, f1(z) and d1(z), in their termi nology, which apply to isolated, non-overlapping primary protons and are independent of the absorbed dose. Wilson and Paretzke have also calculated the microdosimetric distributions corresponding to the single event distribution for individual 0.25 to 4-MeV protons passing through and near spherical sites of 1 to 250-nm-diameter , using simulated proton tracks generated by Monte Carlo methods, where the event size is measured by the number of ion pairs produced within the site boundary by single proton track 16, 17) . It is to be noted that the event size defined above is completely different from the definition of j and J in the present method; that is, j and J are not restricted to the case for single primary track as in KC and Wilson-Paretzke calculations. It seems to us that, while it may be difficult to actually apply the KC and the Wilson Paretzke methods to the derivation of f1 (z) and f(z; D) for secondary electrons produced by y or X rays, it is very easy in the present method to derive the fj and hj distributions for any kind of radiation field if it may be regarded as macroscopically uniform.
CALCULATION METHOD OF FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR "J", "hj"
Let us here consider the case where a target embedded in the medium is irradiated with ionizing radiation and the charged-particle equilibrium exists in the region surrounding the target.
A random variable Xk is defined as a variable for the number of effective primary events 
which means that the probability for occurrence of j effective primary events in a target by the k-th track is fj. The fj distribution is the frequency distribution for the microdosimetric quan tity j (number of effective primary events per track per target) given in Ref. (10) . A random variable for the number of effective primary events produced in a target by N tracks, SN, is introduced as follows:
where N is a random number for the number of tracks traversing a target. A distribution function for N is defined by P[N = n] = gn, ( n!, gn = 1)
which means that the probability for occurrence of n tracks traversing a target is g n. This d istribution function gn is, in principle, given by the Poisson distribution function , nn gn = n! exp-n,
where n is the mean number of tracks traversing a target and given by n = OtDQO,
where Ot is the total charged particle fluence per unit absorbed dose, D is the absorbed dose, and QO is the mean cross section of the target.
A distribution function for the total number of effective primary events produced in a target is introduced by
which means that the probability for occurrence of J total effective primary events produced in a target is hj. Equation (6) can be derived as a convolution of two distribution functions, P [Xk = j] and P [N = n], as follows:
The explicit form of hj can be derived with use of the characteristic functions for fj, gn, and hj, which are denoted by f(s), g(s), and h(s), respectively. From the definition of the character istic function, we have f(s) =jFOf.
A From Eqs. (4) and (8), g(s) is represented by g(s) = exp-n(1-s).
00
Using the convolution theorem, h(s) = E g [f(s)] n, we have the equation, n-0 n
If fj were given, hj is given by hj = h(J)(0)/J!, and the recursion formula for hj is given as follows:
J hJ J iE (J+1-i)ff+1 .hi _1 : J > 1.
It should be mentioned here that the actual numerical calculations of the hj distribution using Eqs. (11) and (12) are straight-forward and very simple for any kind of radiation field , if only the fj distribution had been calculated 7_ 10) From Eqs. (7)- (9) in Ref. (10), the mean value of j is given by 00 j = jEOj = L~~T 1/W',
where LDJ is the track average LET26), 1 is the mean chord length of the target (hereafter called "mean target thickness"), and W' is the mean energy to produce an effective primary event. The mean value of J is given by
where V0 = u01 and A = otLp ,T/W' (effective primary events/unit volume/unit dose).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the present paper, targets are regarded as water equivalent material with respect to electron degradation. In previous papers'°' 32), degradation spectra of total electrons (primary electrons and 5 rays), Ot(E), and the frequency distribution functions fj defined by Eq . (1) were calculated for nanometer-size targets in water irradiated with 60Co 7 rays . The frequency distribution function fj depends on a single parameter T /W' which is a combination of two parameters characteristic of the target: the mean target thickness, 1, and the mean energy to produce an effective primary event in the target, W'. For example, I /W' 0.045 nm/eV cor responds to 1 = 2.7 nm for W' = 60 eV or 1 = 4.5 nm for W' = 100 eV. These W' = 60 and 100 eV values are regarded to be approximately equal to the value of mean energy to produce a primary ionization or an ion cluster in the conventional target theory 1-3) . In Figure 1 is shown a typical example of the calculated fj distribution for the target (1/W' = 0 .45 nm/eV) in water irradiated with 60Co y rays"). As shown in Fig. 1 , the fj distribution for the small target such as DNA is a rapidly decreasing function of j and the most probable value for j is zero. f0 means the frequency for "no-event tracks" (tracks traversing the target without pro ducing any effective primary event inside the target). The mean value of j , j, is given by Eq. (13) and j for the fj distribution in Fig. 1 is 0 .01. The most probable value for j in the fj dis tribution is nearly equal to j.
The total electron fluence per unit absorbed dose in water irradiated with 60Co y rays , Ot, is 2.74 x 109 electrons/cm2/Gy for the cutoff energy of 6 rays, A = 0.1 keV 10). The mean number of tracks traversing a target, n given by Eq. (5), is calculated in terms of both the absorbed dose D (Gy) and the mean geometrical corss section of the target, a0 (cm2), and given for 60Co y rays by n = 2.74 x 109 Da0 .
(15) Fig. 1 . Frequency distributions for the microdosimetric quantity j, fj, for the target (1/W' = 0.045 nm/eV) in water irradiated with 60Co y rays10), where 1 is the mean target thickness and W' is the mean energy to produce an effective primary event.
For example, when the value of Duo is 3.65 x 10-10 Gy•cm2, the value of n is 1. Since the frequency distribution function for n, gn, is a function of n as seen in Eq. (4), it becomes a function of Duo with use of Eq. (15). Fig. 2 shows the variation of the gn distribution with Duo for the target in water irradiated with 60Co y rays. As shown in Fig. 2 , when the value of Duo is smaller than the value 3.65 x 10-10 Gy•cm2 which corresponds to n = 1, the gn dis tribution is a rapidly decreasing function of n and the most probable value for n is zero. g0 means the probability that no track traverses the target. On the other hand, when the value of DQo becomes larger than 3.65 x 10-10 Gy•cm2, the gn distribution has a broad peak. The most probable value for n in the gn distribution is nearly equal to n. From Eqs. (11) and (12), the frequency distribution function for J, hj, depends on n and f;. Remember here that n depends on the parameter Duo and fi depends on the parameter characteristic of the target, I /W'. Consequently, hj depends on both parameters, Duo and I /W'. Fig. 3 shows the variation of the hj distribution with DQo for the target (1 /W' = 0.045 nm/eV) in water irradiated with 60Co y rays. We can see in Fig. 3 that the hj distribution is remarkably dependent upon DQo. The mean value of J, J, is given by Eq. (14) . For example, the value of J is 1 for T /W' = 0.045 nm/eV and DQo = 3.65 x 10-8 Gy •cm2. As shown in Fig.  3 , when the value of Doo is smaller than 3.65 x 10-8 Gy•cm2 corresponding to f = 1, hj is a rapidly decreasing function of J and the most probable value for J is zero. It is to be noted that ho given by Eq. (11) means the probability that no effective primary event is produced in a target and corresponds to the survival fraction for the well-known one-hit models' 2). ho is contributed by two cases; that is, the case (1) is that no track traverses the target of question, and the case (2) is that some number of tracks actually traverse the target but all of them produce no effective primary event in the target. The case (1) becomes dominant when n < 1, as can be seen from Eq. (11) in which the factor (1-fo) is independent of the absorbed dose. On the other hand, when the value of DQo becomes larger than 3.65 x 10-8 Gy-cm2, the hj distribution has a broad peak. The most probable value for J in the hj dis tribution is almost equal to J given by Eq. (14) . Fig. 4 , the hj distribution is also remarkably dependent upon the value of 1/W'. One can see that the most probable value for J in the hj distribution is also nearly equal to J.
It is to be noted that Eq. (14) is formally equivalent to the corresponding equation for the mean number of effective primary events produced at random in a target in the conventional target theory" 2), in which the frequency distribution for J is simply given by the following Poisson distribution, , and (c), differences between hj and Pj are not so much irrespective of variation of the parameters, Duo and 1/W', for sparsely ionizing radiations such as X and y rays. However, it is to be noted that, for ho and Po , this is the case only for situa tions where Duo and/or T /W' are small as can be also seen in Ref. (9) . The difference between the hj and Pj distributions reflects the microdosimetric structure of energy deposition in a small target. Finally, we shall examine the relation between the hj distribution and the probability density for specific energy z, f(z), defined in ICRU 3611) [f(z; D) in Ref. (14) ]. The quantity z' corresponding to z can be derived from J by the following equation 12),
where m is the mass of the target. JW' corresponds to "e" defined in ICRU 36 as the energy imparted by ionizing radiations to matter of mass m. The frequency distribution for z', hz', is derived from the hj distribution as follows:
hz, = -a hJ (18) and E hz,Oz' = 1.
The frequency mean of z', 1', is equal to the absorbed dose D as follows:
Since hj is dependent on the values of Duo and 1 /W' as seen in Figs. 3 and 4 , hz, is also de pendent on those of Duo and T /W'. On the other hand, since corresponding data on f(z) for targets smaller than 100 nm for 60Co y rays are not reported as yet, at the present time we can not judge whether hz, is really equivalent to f(z). 
CONCLUSION
A calculation method of frequency distributions for the microdosimetric quantity J (number of effective primary events produced in a target), hj, was presented. In this method, the following two kinds of statistical factors for energy absorption in a small target are fully taken into consideration: (1) a statistical fluctuation of the number of tracks traversing a target and (2) a statistical fluctuation of the local energy transfer in a track segment in the target along a single track. The difference between this calculation method and other methods developed by Kellerer and Chmelevsky, and Wilson and Paretzke for the derivation of micro dosimetric distributions was discussed. The hj distributions were calculated for nanometer size targets in water irradiated with 60Co y rays as a practical application. It was found that the hj distribution remarkably depends upon both parameters, Duo and T /W', where D is the absorbed dose, uo is the mean geometrical corss section of the target, 1 is the mean target thickness, and W' is the mean energy to produce an effective primary event in the target. Our hj distributions were compared with those in the conventional target theory, resulting in that the deviations of our hj distributions from the conventional ones are not so much irre spective of variation of the parameters, Duo and T /W', for sparsely ionizing radiations such as X and y rays. However, it is to be noted that for h0 which corresponds to the survival fraction in the well-known one hit model, this is the case only for situations where Duo and/or !/W' are small.
The quantity z' and the frequency distribution for z', hz', corresponding to the specific energy z and the probability density f(z) defined in ICRU 36 were derived from J and the hj distribution, respectively. It is interesting to note that hz' is dependent on the values of Duo and T/W', whereas the frequency mean of z', F', is equal to the absorbed dose D.
